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JIB ARMS

The CG 10 is a light-weight jib arm that has been designed for maximum rigidity and 
ease of use.  The quick-release boom sections allow for speedy set-ups, a variety of 
boom lengths and convenient transportation.  This jib arm fits standard tripods, 

bazookas or dollies.  It has an over and under-slung Mitchell plate as well as 100mm and 150mm bowl adap-
tors.  Standard barbell weights can be used for counter-weights.

The Meerkat is a mini jib for a full complement camera,zoom lens and mattebox.  It has been designed with 
maximum rigidity and optimum action for its size and weight.  Making use of a quick action sliding counter 
weight arm makes for quick set-ups, which when retracted makes for easy transportation in a car trunk.  This 
jib arm fits on top of standard heavy tripods, bazookas, dollies or tracking vehicles and accepts any 
conventional or nodal fluid head.  These can be mounted in either upright or inverted mode to the 150mm 
bowl or Mitchell plate front offset fitting.

WHITES 
SPECIALTY EQUIPMENT

 CG 10 Quick Specs  

Length Payload
Mode 1  4ft 100lbs 
Mode 2 7ft 98lbs
Mode 3 8ft 83lbs
Mode 4 10ft 44lbs

3.75ft
3.75ft

Fulcrum to
Counter Weight

3.3ft
3.75ft

maximum rigidity and optimum action for its size and weight.  Making use of a quick action sliding counter 
weight arm makes for quick set-ups, which when retracted makes for easy transportation in a car trunk.  This 
jib arm fits on top of standard heavy tripods, bazookas, dollies or tracking vehicles and accepts any 
conventional or nodal fluid head.  These can be mounted in either upright or inverted mode to the 150mm 
bowl or Mitchell plate front offset fitting.

Meerkat Quick Specs

Full Meerkat length when retracted 4.8ft
Full Meerkat length when extended 9.6ft
Maximum reach from fulcrum 4.7ft
Maximum height from base mount 5ft
Maximum payload retracted 40lbs
Maximum payload extended 100lbs
Total arm Weight 40lbs




